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 Comment– The challenge in this is that we don’t know the characteristics of the 
 vegetation around these trees, it is very variable and the parameter that is used to 
 describe the opening is quite crude, the opening sizes can be various…. 
  
 A. We have stand density index numbers as well as which takes into account the 
 size and number of trees that are in it and we also used a 5 m radius so that even 
 the 4 m had a competition level around it and the stores were exactly the same... 
 
 Comment con’t– …. You spoke about thresholds and I think that is the key thing 
 that we have to arrive at because we can acknowledge that there is a threshold 
 level above which competition is detrimental and until this happens and it makes 
 its way into the resource community and makes it’s way into legislation/guidebook 
 the licensee is going to be compelled to treat if they can not get a free-growing 
 stand within 15-20 years and they are not going to go beyond that for the most 
 part, although we should, they are looking at the cost of not reaching a free-
 growing condition within the 15-20 years and costs associated with this (fines), 
 spending $500/ha that allows you to write-off a liability is a ‘no brainer’ until you 
 can get those threshold levels clearly identified. A few years ago there was a lot of 
 work done in this regard looking at brushing initiatives where densities were taken 
 down to 300-600 stems/ha and similar results were found, where conifers grew 
 quite well with moderate levels of vegetation and we have generally been working 
 with that since but it still hasn’t made it’s way into the minds of a lot of foresters. 
 There is still a disbelief because broadleaves are considered ‘bad’ and cause 
 problems. 
 
 A. ...It certainly depends, if we look at an aspen and a spruce,  aspen and pine you 
 are going to have a different story and there is yet another component to this 
 which we are trying to sort out in Fort Nelson and so far unsuccessfully, that is that 
 the response of your stand when your spruce trees are 2 m tall is going to be  
 different than the response when your trees are 4 m tall so there is an age size 
 thing that has to be incorporated into this.  
 
 Comment. I know why you have done this but you have not prescribed value 
 either in terms of monitoring and the broader value of broadleaves. If you go to 
 Scandinavia you pay more now for birch than you do conifers. I don’t know what is 
 going to happen over the next 20 years but if you look at the change in our indus
 try over the past 20 years I defy I am going to give us a good projection or what 
 will happen in 20 years time. This is the problem, you do these analyses but there 
 is a huge amount of uncertainty associated with this sort of thing and the point 
 that you end up with is 1) don’t do the same thing everywhere, and 2) make sure 
 that you do put some value on those other components (birch and aspen). 
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Chris Hawkins - continued 
 
 Q.  Have you looked into any mechanisms or how spruce and birch interact or how 
 or why there seems to be improved growth when they are together? 
 
 A. The hypotheses is that it is enhanced nutrient cycling from the broadleaves. In
 Scandinavia spruce is usually grown with Betula pendula with 700-800 stems/ha 
 and the spruce coming with it. There is a complementary affect is there. But  
 looking for a student to do this is hard as they would need a physiological back
 ground. I would need a student who has this in order to go out and do it. 
 
 Q. We heard earlier about FIA and setting priorities for funding for research  
 projects; lots of people have been doing research on this mixedwood topic,  
 especially with spruce, birch and aspen. It was mentioned earlier that the  
 dissemination of information recommended to change management practices, it 
 cannot occur until the policy or the free-growing guidebook is refined to define 
 those thresholds. Could this be elevated to a higher priority? 
 
 A. I can’t speak for the Forest Science Board (FSB) but in Fort Nelson we are 
 working very closely with the district and they are going to change their standards 
 based on what we have done up there. If you have a stand and your spruce are 
 over ’X’ you can have 3000 stems/ha of birch and we don’t care. 
 
  Sub Q. ...so it is a matter of having the stocking standards? 
 
  Sub A. It’s a matter of having the data to do it and Fort Nelson, Slocan and 
  Canfor and the district were interested in this so we have been working up 
  there for 5 years. 
 
 Comment (from FSB). I just want to make it clear that we provide information in 
 sense of research and extension for policy as well as for users. Everytime we have 
 had a discussion at the board in regards to ‘this policy should change’ we are  
 reminded by our government members that is not our mandate so we as the FSB 
 can’t do that. It is through the government policy and decision makers that have to 
 take that forward. We can take and funnel all of your ‘stuff’ but if the users or the 
 policy people choose not to pick it up and do something it is not our problem. 
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